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Invite Reviewer

● When a reviewer is invited to an article in DergiPark, the 
invited reviewer receives an invitation mail as in the 
image. 

● Editors can edit the invitation before sending the email.

● Reviewer logs in by clicking on the link in the invitation 
email and goes to the process page.

● On the page that opens, there are two options to accept 
or reject.
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Reviewer Panel

● The invited reviewer sees "new invitations" in reviewer panel. Clicking on it lists the articles.

● The process page is opened with the "Show" button or click the article name.
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Process Page

If you reject the review we will ask you to 
write the  reason for rejection.

If you accept the review you can open the 
Files tab and download.

Thus, the reviewer sees the file uploaded by 
the editor.



If the review rejected
To reject the review, the reviewer must indicate the reason for the rejection.
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If the review accepted

The reviewer can access the review 
form and files with the "Accept review" 
option.

The file is downloaded from the "Files" 
tab.

You can upload a file with the add new 
file button.

You can fill out the form in the 
"Review" tab and send the review.
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If the review accepted

You can see the Review 
Form on the review tab.

You can upload your file 
on this tab with “Add 
New File” button.

When your file is 
uploaded, fill out the form 
and you can send your 
review.
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If the reviewer invitation has expired

Once the reviewer's invitation has expired, the reviewer cannot make the review. Editorship can extend due date. When the editor extends the reviewer's 
time, a reminder email is sent to the reviewer.

The other option is the reviewer can ask for extending due date from reviewer’s screen from editorship. The editorship approves extending due date 
request.

Delete

Cancel

Extend Reviewer Due Date
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When the reviewer’s due date is extended

When the reviewer’s due date is 
extended by editor, an email is sent to 
the reviewer as in the image.

In this way, the reviewer reaches the 
process and can make review.
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We wish you good work


